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Key features 

• Told for the first time… the bizarre story of Muhammad 
Ali’s world title defence against Richard Dunn  

• Eccentric hypnotist Romark, hired to help Dunn, instead 
decided to take on Ali himself and put a curse on him 

• Exclusive behind-the-scenes stories of how Ali saved the 
show by giving away fistfuls of tickets 

• Tales of the unexpected as 54 hangers-on who flew at Ali's 
expense from America threatened to bankrupt him 

• How Dunn was served with a writ by his own mother on 
the way to the ring for a triple-championship showdown 

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 
Description 

It was the funniest fight build-up of Muhammad Ali's career – and publicist and writer Norman Giller saw it all. British bulldog Richard 
Dunn was challenging Ali for the world heavyweight crown in Munich in 1976, and Giller hired the eccentric hypnotist Romark to 
convince Richard that he could topple ‘The Greatest’. What Romark kept to himself was that he planned to put a curse on Ali that 
would doom him to failure. Recalling arguably the most bizarre fight build-up ever, Giller has penned a book that is laugh-out-loud 
funny, peopled by a colourful cast that includes irascible matchmaker Mickey Duff, millionaire magnate Jarvis Astaire, much-hated 
heavyweight rival Joe Bugner, Richard's father-in-law, trainer and minder Jimmy Devanney, a paratrooper regiment and 54 Ali hangers-
on. The match bankrupted its promoters and lost more money than any heavyweight title fight in history. Romark claimed credit for the 
stage collapsing at a chaotic weigh-in ceremony, while ‘Cinderella Man’ Dunn got beaten up and was hailed a hero. 
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